ASH 048-ASH 049
Follow-ups, Comments, and Recommendations (Abu Al-Anas & the Brothers)
1- The people of Chicago are disturbed and very upset that Abu Ahmad was chosen for these duties.

They all agree, and God is the witness, that his intellect does not match the strength of his body.
They have not been consulted about him. Had they been consulted, they would not have
recommended him because of his naivetC and lack of scheming and trickery.
2- Brothers on the inside are upset because someone like Abu Ahmad was sent with this much
information and within such a short time and to all the regions and for various matters.
3- Saleh Al-Arouri had requested previously that Abu Ahmad not be sent because of his naivetb,
and lack of experience and laowledge.
4- It was a n~istaketo send two people at the same time who knew each other.
5- Criticism is strong and sharp at the outside for sending Abu Ahmad. The outside is accused of
not knowing the inner matters of the inside and of not feeling pain of the inside and that for them
blood of the brothers is cheap.
6- The attorney "Jawad" says, "If you want to send a person, then not like this one...?"
Requests
1- Increase of monetary support.
2- The prisoners send an urgent call, "Help us or you will lose us," since the authorities are
torturing them severely in a program which would eventually lead to intellectual disfigurement.
Many such signs have unfortunately appeared already among the brothers.
3- Do not send the same person to the Bank and to The Strip and other places. Separate people
should be sent to separate places.
4- Do not intermingle. That is, should not be sent for more than one mission, with complete
separation.
5- Choose the right messenger and not as has been done with Abu Ahrnad.
Finally,
1- The Fatah captives in prisons admire Hamas and are antagonistic to their own movement.
2- Abu Ahmad informed Abu Al-Anas that he still has a large amount of money in his account;
however, Um Ahmad denied the matter. So what is the truth of the matter?
3- Abu Al-Anas will write in detail in the next few weeks.
Sincerely
Samir
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